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Abschrift
Washington, August 14, 1961
SUBJECT
(1) Berlin Negotiations and (2) Possible Reprisals

(1) Negotiations
I find unanimity in your immediate staff for the view that we should take a clear initiative for negotiation within the next week or ten days – safely before the Neutral Nations Conference. Since our
allies are hesitant, the lead will have to come from you, at the highest level. 1
This opinion is strengthened by the border-closing episode, which can be described as one reason
more for calling talks – because of the dangerous and explosive weakness it reveals in the DDR.
I hope you can discuss this general question with Secretary Rusk this afternoon. 2 His professionals are more cautious, being committed to a 4-Power process of planning. They see some virtue in
the French argument that we ought not to talk about negotiation before we have reached agreement on the substance of our position. But the truth is that we’re making very slow headway toward a clear position, as it is; a date for negotiation would put all our noses to the grindstone.
(2) Reprisals for the Border Closing
The Department’s proposal for a riposte is likely to be the ending of the travel permits which have
been issued by the three powers in West Berlin to East Germans who want to visit allied or neutral
countries. This was used a year ago in response to East German harassment of civilian traffic, and
it worked well. No one thinks it will cause a reversal of policy this time, in the light of the much
more serious causes of this much larger action. But it is argued that it will give some pain, since it
will cut off East German access to allied countries and to those neutral nations which play along.
I find this argument unconvincing. I doubt if we should take little actions in reprisal against this big
one, especially when the punishment is unrelated to the crime. The only good argument for this
action is that it has been discussed among the 4 Powers before as a possible retort to borderclosing, and there may be some Allied worry about our “reliability” if we don’t support it now.
Source: National Defense University, Taylor Papers, Box 38, 509 Negotiations. Secret. Also published in
Declassified
Documents, 1986, 910.
1
For text of Rostow’s August 14 memorandum to Bundy, which espoused this view, see ibid., 1981, 246A.
Carl Kaysen had also supported the idea of negotiations in a memorandum to Bundy on August 14, in
which he also favored increasing the airborne alert force of SAC (Kennedy Library, National Security
Files, Staff Memoranda, Carl Kaysen).
2
No record of this meeting at 4:45 p.m. has been found, although it is noted in both Rusk’s and Kennedy’s
Appointment Books. (Rusk Appointment Books; Johnson Library, and JFK Log; Kennedy Library)
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Incidentally, I find agreement in both Joe Alsop and George Kennan to these three conclusions: (1)
this is something they have always had the power to do; (2) it is something they were bound to do
sooner or later, unless they could control the exits from West Berlin to the West; (3) since it was
bound to happen, it is as well to have it happen early, as their doing and their responsibility.
McG. B. 3

[Quelle: U.S. Department of State (Hg.), 1994: Foreign Relations of the United States, Vol. XV:
Berlin Crisis, 1962-1963, Washington, S. 330/31.]
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